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Dear parents, 
It has been an absolute pleasure to have the children back in school for two weeks now. Their 
enthusiasm and enjoyment mean there is a detectable buzz as I walk around school. Their love 
of being outdoors (even in dull, drizzly weather) has ensured that we have been able to               
maximise the use of the field whilst ensuring class bubbles remain intact. I must apologise 
again for any unwanted mud when they return home (this is a daily event in school) and suitable 
footwear and wellies have certainly helped. Welly pegs are a great invention that has speeded 
up the changing of indoor/outdoor footwear during the school day. 
 

Lunches this week have been approved by the children who certainly seemed to welcome back 
Mrs Tanazi’s hot food. It is frantically busy and necessary to have additional staff on lunch 
duty to ensure everyone is served safely and within their bubbles. 
 

The children are continuing to settle well although ‘tough love’ in one or two classes has been 
needed to re establish clear, fair expectations for behaviour. A little like in September, this 
quickly resolved. Parents are asked to send children into school in uniform as there have been a 
number of ‘hoodies’ appearing in year 2 classes.  Any additional clothing needed on  cold days 
needs to be worn under the sweatshirt. Children have stripped off coats on the field as the 
weather is beginning to improve. Ventilation in classrooms is really good. 
 

Red nose day has certainly been enjoyed today, as the photos above reveal. Coupled with the 
favourite ‘fishy Friday’ lunches and golden time during the afternoon, school is a great place to 
be today! 
 

Thank you again to parents for keeping children at home when ‘unwell’ and not sending them in 
having had calpol. This has supported our controls and we have managed 2 weeks with no Covid 
cases in school or in families. Long may this last! 
 

India day Year 1 children will take part 
in India day activities on Tuesday 23rd 
March. Please come in colourful clothing... 
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As I am sure 

you can tell, 

last week 

brought us 

back to where 

we belong.             

The smiles tell 

their own           

story. Familiar  

routines and             

expectations were 

quickly                            

re established 

and we worked 

hard. Focus and                    

concentration 

are the                        

challenge. 



 
As you can see from the pictures, Monday was a beautiful morning. Class 
10 went out and about and found the crocuses that we planted many years 
ago. They also found many signs of new life in our own grounds… We are 
hoping for blue tits to nest in the box again this year. 

Well done class 10. Aren’t they doing well with their writing? 


